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New 

IMPROVED HIGH-FREQUENCY RESPONSE 

I N the past many phase-splitters have been investi
gated and the reader would be quite justified in ask
ing why a further circuit has been developed. The 
answer is quite simple in that the performance of 
high-fidelity amplifiers may be no longer limited 
by the output-transformer but by the response of 
the phase-inverter. With the best transformers 
available this is very true, and the improvement in 
amplifier performance that is obtained by using 
better circuits is quite startling. 

In order that the reasons for discarding the pre
sent circuits may be seen, it is essential that all 
the requirements of" the phase-inverter be first 
evaluated. 

The first requirement of all phase-inverters is that 
they should deliver an output that is balanced to 
within a few per cent and does not alter as the valves 
age in use. Most of the phase-inverter circuits in 
use have this property, but the paraphase-inverter 
(Fig. 1) does not, as there is no negative feedback 
to stabilize the gain of the stage. 

The second requirement is that the ou tput-impe
dances from both halves of the phase-splitter should 
be approximately equal. The reason for this is noth
ing like so obvious at first sight. In fact there are 
two reasons for this requirement. The first is that 
severe grid-blocking can occur if the amplifier is 
accidentally over-driven (ref. 1). This can be over
come by using high-value grid stoppers but this gives 
an additional high-frequency time-constant due to 
the input capacitance of the following stage. As will 
be mentioned later, this gives a very undesirable 
tendency to hJ. oscillation when high values of nega
tive-feedback are applied. The second disadvantage 
is that the drive to the" two output valves may un
balance severely at high frequencies due to the 
different time-constants produced. This will have 
the effect of severely limiting the hJ. power available 
aDd will allo increase the hJ. distortion. The two 
circuits that suffer from this drawback are the float
ins paraphase (Fig. 2) and the concertina (Fig. 3). In 
both circuit. the valve loads that drive the output 
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Fig. I. 80sic circuit of paraphose phose-splitrer. 
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Phase-Splitter 

By A. R. BAILEY*, M.So.(Eng.), A.M.I.E.E. 

stage are balanced, but unfortunately the output im
pedances are not balanced. This is due to the voltage 
negative-feedback inherent in the circuits. This nega
tive-feedback overcomes the problem of valve ageing 
mentioned before, but brings the disadvantages that 
have been just mentioned. In addition, these cir
cuits are not readily d.c. coupled to the previous 
stage. This is a severe disadvantage where large 
amounts of feedback are contemplated, as the addi
tional low-freque ncy time-constant of a further 
coupling capacitor can easily cause instability at low 
frequencies. 

Up to the present it seems to have been generally 
asswned that these were the only circuits to be 
avoided, if at all possible. Unfortunately this has 
proved not to be the case and the cause of the 
distressing tendency of high-feedback amplifiers to 
go unstable can often be laid at the door of the 
phase-splitter. The reason is quite simply one of 
poor h.f. response. A poor h.f. response in the phase
spliner will cause a falling loop gain, but what is 
more important it will also give a phase shift that 
tends towards 90 degrees retard. Now, if there is a 
total of 180 degrees retard at some high frequency, the 

" Bradford Institute of Technology. 
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Fig. of. Basic circuit of Jeffery's high-gain phose-splitter. 

feedback will no longer be negative but positive. If 
the gain round the amplifier loop exceeds unity at 
this frequency then th:: amplifier will oscillate. Even 
if the loop gain is below unity then the amplifier 
may go unstable with even quite short leads to the 
loudspeaker due to the capacitive loading placed on 
the amplifier. Indeed it has been stated by Crow
hurst (reL 2) that the effect of near instability is 
quite audible and the amplifier gain margin should 
be at least eight times if this effect is to be inaudible. 

For this reason it is essential that all phase shifts 
that can be removed should be removed : either com
pletely, or at least as far out of the way as possible. 
Here it might be well noted that the use of grid 
stoppers in feedback amplifiers is to be deplored 
unless they are absolutely necessary. Many parasi

tics have been caused rather than stopped by them! 
Two circuits that suffer from excessive h.f. phase 

shift are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Fig. 4 shows the 
circuit due to Jeffery (ref. 3) and it is unnecessary 
to go into the details of the phase shift in this cir
cuit again. The interested reader is referred to the 
correspondence following the publication of a sub
sequent article (ref. 4). 

The circuit shown in Fig. 5 is well known and 
widely used but the fact remains that its hJ. response 
is relatively poor. This cannot be due to the s�cond 
half of the valve as this section is effectively driven 
as a grounded-grid amplifier. The trouble is due to 
the first half of the valve and is due to that hardy 
perennial-Miller effect. The gain of this first valve 
is effectively halved due to the input impedance at 
the second valve cathode. Even so the Miller capaci
tance is quite larg;! and certainly cannot be neglected. 
In order that some estimated value of frequency res
ponse can be obtained, some typical values will be 
taken. Using the ECC83 as a typical valve, the 
quoted anode-to-grid capacitance is 1.6 pF so the 
total value will be certainly as large as 2.0 pF when 
writing and base capacitances are taken into account. 
The gain of each half of the valve can be as much 
as 60 times but this would be better reduced to a 
factor of 50 as there is a supply voltage loss in the 
common-cathode resistor. The overall gain will 
therefore be about 25 times when used in this phase
splitter. This will give a reflected Miller .capacitance 
of approximately 50 pF, so the total capacItan�e load
ing on the previous stage will be about 60 pF If 10 pF 
is allowed for all other capacitances. With a 100 kO 
source impedance this will give a - 3 dB point fit 
about 25kc/s, and this is clearl� not good enough 
when output transformers with pnmary resonances of 
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about 150 kC/I are considered. � phue shift 01 
the amplifier circuits must be al ,mall U pollible 
where the output transformer reaches its fint pri_ 
mary resonance; and therefore the bandwidth of this 
type of phase-splitter can easily degrade the total 
amplifier performance. The use of a step network 
u(;ross the anode load resistor of the driving valve 
can help in this matter, but only If the step starts 
well before the natural fall-off frequency of the 
circuit itself. I n the case just considered this would 
mean starting the fall-off of amplifier gain by the 
step network at. approxi�ately 2.5. kc/! or "ow�r. 
This would obViously give excessive reducuon m 
loop gain at the high frequencies, with consequent 
increase in distortion. 

The answer therefore lies in producing a fall-off 
at the h .f. cnd of the spectrum that starts at a much 
higher frequency. This could �e attempted by 
reducing the value of the output Impedance of the 
previous stage. This COUld. be done by neg�tive 
feedback with consequent gam loss; or alternauvely 
by using a smaller value of anode load resistor. This 
latter also gives a severe loss in gain, quite apart from 
the increased noise that is produced by the increased 
valve current. The answer was therefore seen to 
lie in producing a phase-splitter that did not give 
the large input capacitance of the previous circuit. 

Circuits are known (e.g. ref. 5) that do give good 
hJ. response in phase-spliner service, but they suffer 
from high cost due to the complexity of the circuit!y 
involved. The circuit that was finally evolved (Fig. 
6) has a cost that is only slightly more than that of 
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Fig. 5. 80sic circuit of long-tailed-pair phase-splitter. 
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Fig. 6. 80slc circuit of modified long-tailed-pair phase-splitter. 
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This has a built-in 3:1 low
frequency step network 
which improves l.f. stability, 
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component values altering 
for different types of output 
transformer due to the wide 
variation in resonant fre
quencies and other para
meters. 
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This circuit was originally 
developed for improving the 
performance of the Radford 
MAl2 and MAIS amplifiers 
and certainly did this to 
great effect. Equally there 
is no reason why the circuit 

I Mcls should not give a consider-
able improvemenr in the 

Fig. 7. Relative gain/frequency response curves of original and modined long-toiled-pair 
phase-splitters. 

stability of other amplifiers 
using good output trans
formers. The circuit is 

the conventional circuit, but has a greatly improved 
response at high frequencies. 

The operation of the new circuit is just about 
identical with that of the conventional long-tailed 
pair except that the first valve is a pentode. This 
reduces the Miller effect to negligible proportions 
and increases the total bandwidth by a factor of 
just under ten times. Even allowing that the gain of 
the circuit is about 2 dB less than the conventional 
circuit, this still gives a gain/bandwidth improve
ment of about seven times. The comparative gain/ 
frequency plots are shown in Fig. 7, where it is seen 
that the final rate of fall in both cases is identical 
at 20 dB per decade. This indicates an ultimate 
phase shift of 90 degrees which was borne out by 
measurement. 

OWing to the partition of valve current in the 
pentode, the anode load resistor is made somewhat 
greater than that of the trio de stage so that a 
balanced output is obtained. The circuit can be 
d.c. coupled to the previous stage as can the usual 
one, and a complete "front-end" for driving the 
output valves of an amplifier is shown in Fig. 8. 

FI,. 8. Circuit 0( com
plere pentode ampliner 
IJnd phlJse-.plirter (or 
u.e In IJ hl,h-Me/iry 
amplifier with IJ lar,e 
amount 0( ne,ati.,e 
(eedblJck. 

INPut 
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simple and stable and has 
no difficulty in providing drive for the largest output 
valves. 

A double-pentode having video amplifier char
acteristics and low input capacitance would enable 
greater overall gain to be obtained, but so far the 
author has not been able to find a valve with suitable 
characteristics. If such a valve were available, then 
the overall gain could be increased by a factor of 
about four times. Where sufficient spare stability 
margin was available this could lead to a further 
reduction in the distortion of the amplifier in use. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

The Editor dot,S 110r neccMlnrih· ,·"t/OfIW 01'''110''' ,·xl'rc .•. H"l bJ hi, corre"ponJf'nt. 

New Phase-Splitter 
I READ with interest 1\\r. A. R. Bailcy's article co New 
Phase-Splitter" in your Septcmber issue. I helieve, 
however, that his circuit could be further improved by 
simple modifications. 

The ratio of screen to anode current in a pentode varies 
somewhat from valve to valve, and also in the same valve 
in different parts of its characteristics. Negative feedback 
applied to the cathode of a pentode as in VI of Mr. 
Bailey's Fig. 8 tends to ensure that the signal component 
of the cathode current is a faithful replica of the input 
signal. It would appear better to arrange the feedback so 
that the signal component of the anode current only is 
forced to follow the input signal. This can be done by 
removing the signal component of the screen current 
from the cathode resistor, i.e. by returning the screen 
decoupling condenser to the cathode instead of to earth. 
A similar argument could be applied to V2. This qualita
tive argument is admittedly inadequate to decide which 
arrangement would in fact give less distortion, and since 
it appears from inspection of the published characteristics 
of the EF86 that the screen current is a more linear func
tion of the grid voltage than is the anode current, there is 
probably little to choose between the two arrangements on 
grounds of distortion alone. 

If, however, the screen decoupling condensers of both 
VI and V2 were returned to their respective cathodes as 
suggested, two other advantages would result: 

(1) The input capacity of VI would be very substantially 
reduced, since the signal potential of the screen as well 
as that of the cathode, would approximate to the grid 
signal potential. The input capacity of V2 would also 
be somewhat reduced. 

(2) A balanced output would be obtained when the two 
anode loads of V2, were made equal instead of slightly 
unequal, moreover the balance would be less upset if 
valves of varying screen-ta-anode current ratio were used 
for V2. 

Bristol, 8. D. F. GIBBS 
H. H. Wills Physics Laboratory, 

University of Bristol. 

I WAS much interested by Mr. Bailey's article on phase
splitters in your September issue. The long-tailed pair 
circuit described has many advantages but there is a 
rather odd snag that came to light in the course of 
developing a special amplifier using the more usual 
double-triode variation. 

I found a very intractable hum in my amplifier. This 
was eventually traced back to the h.t. rectifier, which 
was choke-fed. 

At the instant of conduction the transformer wave
form is distorted and this results in a high-frequency 
pulse appearing in the heater circuit. Because of the 
high impedance in the cathode circuit of the phase
splitter this pulse can appear across the load via the 
heater-cathode capacity. 

The effect is almost undetectable if the more usual 
capacitor-input rectifier circuit is used. A cure for it 
is the use of a separate heater transformer for this and 
other cathode-coupled stages. 

With a choke-input filter the resultant hum (if this 
is the right term) is otherwise unacceptable but with a 
capacitor-input filter it may pass as background noise. 

However, on improvement in this can relult from feediq 
IIlly cnlhode-couplc:d stages from a ICparate heater 
Iransf urmer. 

Swindon. T. S MARSHALL 

I SHOULD like to discuss one or two points ariliDI from 
Mr. A. R. Bailey's article on a .. New Phase-Splitter" 
in the September issue. 

(1) Can wc safely establish the pentode and the triode 
at reasonable working points with the wide range of lupply 
voltage quoted? I suspecttthat we may find the triode held 
very near cut-off. Certainly I am sure: that there is DO hope 
of getting the even-harmonic balance we get with a twin 
triode. 

(2) The statement attributed to Crowhunt is a descrip
tion of something which is obvious if stated more formally. 
Near instability implies that (1- p.fJ) in the gain expression 
P., = p./(l- p.f3) is not the large number we usually have: 
but corresponds to the positive feedback in the region 
near the Nyquist point. With a 6dB gain margin, for 
example, (1-p.f3) = t and the distortion of the basic 
amplifier at the 1800 frequency is doubled. The feedback 
must be negative and maintained negative and high to the 
limit of audibility: the Duerdoth margin is a good guide:. 

(3) The long-tailed pair usually implies a high heater
cathode voltage. I prefer to raise the heated line: to about 
+ 20 volts so that the first stage heater-cathode diode is 
biased into cut-off and heater emission cannot contribute 
to the current in the cathode resistor which is, so often, 
part of the feedback path. This reduces the stress on the 
1. - t. pair and also gives some improvement with some 
valves. There is a lot to be said for using an n-p-n 
transistor as the common cathode, resistor to give, since 
it can be in the cOnUnon-base mode for a.c., a very high 
coupling impedance combined with low voltage drop. 

I should be tempted to examine whether the pentode 
triode working points could be tied together by the sort of 
technique used in establishing the working conditions of 
starved amplifier, were it not for Mr. Bailey's Fig. 8. It is 
instructive to compare this with the circuit described by 
W. A. Ferguson in the May and June 1955 issues of 
Wireless World, in which an EF86 drives an EeC83 phase
splitter. (Fig. 1 p. 280 June 1955). As a point of detail, 
the EF86 screen is there de coupled to the cathode, but it 
is the anode circuit which is particularly revealing. 

(4) Most circuits use a 100kfl anode load for the EF86 
and a 4.7kfl resistor to give a 20: 1 step. The difference 
between the two circuits is that Mr. Bailey uses a 500pF 
capacitor, whereas Mr. Ferguson used one of 47pF. 
Mr. Bailey has been worrying about the Miller effect at 
25kc/s. Then he introduces a step circuit which is 3dB 
down at wCR = 1 with C = 500. IO-l� and R = 100,000, 
so that w = 2.101 or around 3,000c/s. At I200c/s he has 
about 75° contributed by this step circuit and has lost 
12dB of his gain, and of his feedback. Moreover, at 25c/s 
his source impedance to the grid of the 1. - t. pair is getting 
down towards the 4.7kfl and if the overall response is 
sketched out it becomes apparent that the ECC83 Miller 
effect will begin to show some influence only in the region 
of 200-400kc/s. By this point, however, we are concerned 
with a whole lot of other factors like the CR response at 
the anodes of the 1. - t. pair and the amplifier is, to use a 
metaphor painful to tranSistor circuit designers, back in 
the melting pot. 

The loop characteristics of the 1955 circuit confirm this 
treatment and show that it is quite practicable to have 
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20dB of feedback left (from 30dB) at 30,OOOc/s. They also 
show, in textbook style, a positive feedback defect at the 
low frequency end, although it will be rare for us to be 
troubled by this 2c/s cffect and easy to overcome it. 

If it were necessary we could make use of n number of 
positive feedback tricks to reduce the effective input 
capaciry of the I. - t. pair. The capacitance from A2 (0 G I 
is obvious, but a capacitance from Al to G2 with a 4.7 
k!l resistance in the G2 lead is an interesting variant 
which might repay study. However, if we use a s rep cir
cuit, and since we shall need at least one we can do this, 
at the input to the phase-splitter the Miller effect is one 
of the least of our worries. 
London, W.8. THOMAS RODDAM 

IF Mr. Bailey cares to connect a 2pF capacitor from V2 
anode to VI grid in his circuit of Fig 5 he will find that the 
rugh-frequency disadvantages he mentions arc eliminated. 

Another place where neutralization is usually effective 
is in the output stage itself where, even when pentodes 
are used, a IpF anode-grid capacitance is not uncom
mon. In this case a series 20-30kU resistor will prevcnt 
possible r.f. instabiliry. 
Woodford Green, Essex. P. A. DOUV ALETELIS 

IN his anide in the September issue, Mr. A. R. Bailcy 
states that the Concenina Phase Splittcr suffers from 
unbalance at high frequencies duc to the different out
put impedances at the anode and cathode. 

It has been shown in this journal in a previous article 
(W. T. Cocking, Feb., 1948, p. 62) that provided the 
anode circuit and cathode circuit load impedances are 
equal in this circuit, the voltage outputs are equal. This 
is dear when it is realized that the anode current flows 
through both these circuits in series. Thus even at 
high frequencies where the circuit capacitances cannot 
be neglected, no voltage unbalance will occur with the 
usual circuit arrangements. The two outputs will fall 
off with " break point" frequencies 

1 and 
I (1) 2" 'RI. Cl< 211' RI. Co 

where Co is the anode-earth circuit capacitance 
and Cl< is the cathode-earth circuit capacitance. 

If Co = Ca (as it usually is since the major pan of 
the capacitances consist of the grid-cathode capacitances 
of the following identical stages) the two outputs fall 
from the same frequency, remaining balanced. A cal
culation of the break point frequencics using the formula 
(1) shows that for typical values (lOOkU, 20pF) a fre
quency of order I OOkc 's is obtained. 

A funher advantage of the concertina circuit is that 
it can be readily direct coupled to the previous stage (as 
shown in Mr. Bailey's anicle (Fig. 3». 

Analysis shows that Miller effect is negligible and 
there is a very high input impedance at the grid of the 
phase-splitting valve. 

(Input impedance is approximately 2C". .,. C.t/I' 
which ia approximately 2C.. with the u�ual meaning 
for the aymbols. As C�. is of order 3pF for a triode, 2C,., 
;. usuaUy negligible in comparison with the :modc-earth 
capacitance of [he: previous stage.) 

If it ia deiired 10 uhtain equal olltput impedances 
then equal low output impedances can he ohtained hy 
usina a cathode: follower following the anode (:irnlit, liS 
ahown in the accornpanyinl( dial(ram (A). Thi&; circuir 
will provide: equal very low output impedam:<.·s (nf 
order IOOCJ). The two outputs will remain hala/Ked at 
hip frequenciel whilst the low ourput irnpnlulll:e is 
�.� advantage in reducing the effects of .. grid hlock
ma· 

Mr. Bailey'" article contains similar comments allmll 
� .. ftoann," paraphr-.. se phase l>plittcr (Fig. 2 of the 
� anidc). E",ual output impedance!! with very � impedance and nil Miller drcct can he obtainl.'d ill 
Ihia circuit wilh ,ood balant'c at high frequencies by 
lIIiD4 • cathode follower all the first valve ami (if it is 
required 10 have equal output Impedam:es) a rcsi<;tur in 
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INPUT 

(A) 

OUTPUT 1 OUTPUT Z 

C = CAPACITANCE IN PARALLEl 'tIITH OUTPUT t. 
RI L CHOSEN TO GIVE EQUAL CURRENTS IN BOTH 

TRIOOlS. 

R +6R 
OUT PUT 2 

INPUT 

R 

(B) 

OUTPUT I 

�he output of the cath�de followcr to equalize the output 
Impedances (B). Again vcry low output impedanccs are 
obtained. (Output impedancc approx. 2 ... ,) of order 
100ft ' 

These circuits are thus capablc of pro\'iding most of 
the advantages claimed for Mr. Bailey's circuit whilst 
at the same time providing a Iowa (1U(put impedance. Mr. Bailey's circuit does howcvcr hO\'e the ad\',lntage of a higher gain. 

Cardiff. P. \,\'ILLlA.\iS 
Deparrment of Applied Physics, 

Welsh College of Advance.! Technology. 
The: all/hor r.·pfi.:s:-
IN rcplying to these letlas I wou!J first like hI thank 
Mr. Gihhs for his helpful cnmlllents. I h;l\'e rrie.! re
t�rnin� the screen decllupling clp;Il'it'lrs 1,1 their respec
tive cathodes alld there is 1111 impTI,\,\.·m\.·llt ;IS he predicts. 
In view of the advanl,,�es hI he �aillcll I \\·,'ul,1 �u!Zgest 
ll1akill� the lIIodificaliollS III the llrif!illal circuit �llllwn in 
the an:oll1pallyillg dla�rall1, ill whidl a�(eri,ks indicate 
aht'red values. 

The handwidt h is �Ii�htly increased tn )l}(l kc � and 
rhe Ji.,torrillll is dclillitl'iy redut'ed fllr brge output 
.. will�s. Tht' dli:ct (If the.,e two is harl'iy noticeahle on 
thl.' overall alllplitier perfurmance hur the balance ob
taim'd i., far hetll.'r for valve'i made hy ditfaing manu
f;lt·llIrl·r... This ellahles the output valve di-;torriun to be 
held to a milllOlllln. 

I wa'i illlere .. tcd ill "'r. Mar�h/lll's comments on 
ch,)ke-input hlters. I.ul."kily, however, the capacitor 
input filter IS nurmally cheaper and thcrdore (lrcterred. 
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In addition the input choke usually hums audibly due 
to magneto-strictive effects . Nevertheless it  is a warning 
that is well worth bearing in mind. 

Turning now to the letter from Mr. Thomas Roddam, 
I think that it will be preferable to dea l with each of 
his points in rum . 

( 1) This may be due to a misprint (mine) that was 
corrected in the last edition of Wireless World. With the 
correct value of 220 kilohms for the anode feed resistor 
of VI (or using the modified circuit just given) the two 
d .c. anode potentials of the phase-inverter balance to 
within 1 0  volts over the range of h.t. supply quoted. 

The distortion of the original circuit was far out
weighed by that of the output valves and the distortion 
of the modified circuit is even lower. 

(2) Unforrunately the matter is not quite as simple as 
Mr. Roddam would lead · us to believe . The effect of 
near-instability that is well into the supersonic region 
can apparently be detected aurally. This subjective 
effect can be heard with amplifiers that have an impec
cable performance within the normally accepted audio 
band of frequencies. I am not at all certain of the reason 
for this, but I would expect that the �.ndings of D. L. 
Pimonow (reported in Wireless World, October 1 962, 
p. 493) would have some bearing on the matter. 

(3) I agree about the desirability of a positive bias 
on the heater-chain but feel that the addition of a n-p-n 
transistor and its associated components is unnecessary 
for an audio amplifier. There could easily be cases 
where such a circuit would have positive advantage but 
I do not think that this is one of them. 

(4) In fact the circuit used commercially has a 40 to 1 
step and uses a 2 .7 kilohm series resistor. The 4.7 
kilobm value was quoted in the article to allow for 
transformers of a lower resonant frequency. The step 
has been started fairly low down to obtain a high stability 
margin. If it is felt that a reduction in the h.f. distortion 
is preferable to the increased stability then the capacitor 
could be reduced to 250 pF and the series resistor in
creased to 10 kilohms. 

Incidentally the loop gain of the Ferguson amplifier, 
referred to by Mr. Roddam, has fallen by 4 dB at 1 2  
kc/so This i s  more than would be expected from the 
values of the step network and the extra amount fits in 
with the predicted Miller capacitance. 

I would definitely disagree with Mr. Roddam when 
he states that Miller effect is one of the least of our 
worries. " Know thy phase-shifts " has been my motto 
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for feedback amplifie-rs -and has always stood me in good 
atead. Once the tn.na(ormer rnoMIIt freq,,� 
reached there is then a severe OftraJl phase retard. 
Itep-network should have fini.hed by thia �iDt or it 
wiu be adding further pha!le retard. An .ddltlonal phut 
retard due 10 M i ller effect in the phase-invener can thm 
well lake the feedback loop dote to inuability even if DOt 
actual ly  cau510q i t .  The effect of a capacitive load across 
the output further aglJrava te� t he mall er, and it i. well 
known t hat few ampli fie rll can stand appreciable capaci
t ive lORd wit hout insta hil ity.  

If, however, the additional phasc-ahift due to MiUer 
effect i� ohsent,  then the gain and phase marlins can 
he mode far bel ler. One certainJy cannot mareprd 
phR!le-�hift� about 400 kC/I; the gain margin of the ampli
fier in  which this circuit is  used is - 26 dB but occurs 
ot 0 frequency of 2.7 Mc!s. The phase margin is 90 
degrees. Such performance could not be obtained with 
the normal lon�-tai led pai r. 

The last point ill the use of pO!l it ive feedback to remove 
the Miller effect .  This i �  ment ioned by both Mr. Roddam 
and Mr. Douvaletel is  and was in fact the first thing 
that was tried in an at tempt to improve the perfor
mance . (Hi-Fi News, July 1 962, p. 90). Unfommately 
it only made matters wor.;e. This was traced to the un
balance in the input impedances of the output va lves 
at high frequencies. This unba lanced loading of the 
phase-splitter causes unbalance in the d rive to the output 
valves and consequently removes the neutralizing. The 
same is the case with neutralization of the output stage. 
So far r have found no advantage to be gained by neutral
ization and even if it could be made to work it would 
render the amplifier performance very susceptible to 
component changes . 

So far as improvement in performance of amplifiers is 
concerned, the proof of the value of a modification is in 
the results obtained . By using this circuit it is possible 
to apply far more feedback without instability. With 
high resonant frequency tran<)formers this improvement 
has been in the region of 15 to 17 dB. This, to me, seems 
to be a very worthwhile improvement. 

ARTHUR R. BAILEY 

New Phase-splitter 

SOME copying errors make nonsense of my point (4). 
Mr. Bailey's circui t  will be 1 2d B  down at 1 2kc / s  (not 
1 200c / s) and his  cla im for extra feed-back of l S- 17dB 
mu�t  be interpreted w i th this in  mind. I t  i s  compara
tively ea sy to  get h igh gain and phase margins  with 
implifiers in which the open -loop response fa l ls  off at 
a low audio frequcncy : the ampl ifiers used in ana logue 
computer\  �how how this can be done. For audio fre
quenc.)' opera tion i t is ,  however, essent ial  that thc full 
feed -back �hould be mainta ined over the whole  aud ible 
band , whatever that  may hc_  

Thi .. rcq u i rement  can be sat isfied , wilh :1 twin-t rio.le 
pha'ie-\pl i I lCr, w i l h  t:nou�h margin to al low for �a fc 
opera t i on w i l h  m() � t  �pc.:akc.:r', d i \connel: l ed b u t  , he 
cab l ing con nected in :1 \h i p  i l l \w l l ;l I iol l .  The load ing  
h e r e  i�  virtua l l y  a l l  cap'l(;i wllcc . 

London ,  W . !! .  TI IOMAS RODDAM 
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